The Science & Art Project, conceived in Charlottesville Virginia by University and community artists and scientists, seeks to nurture and accelerate pervasive interactions that emphasize creative innovation across disciplines. We encourage members of the University of Virginia and the Charlottesville communities to join this local experiment that will culminate in city-wide exhibitions, presentations and related publications. We foresee this movement extending nationally and globally, helping to establish U.Va. and the Charlottesville region as a center for innovation and the arts.

THE ART OF DIAGNOSIS
WHAT CAN ABSTRACT ART TELL US ABOUT THE ANATOMY OF DISEASE?

THE ART OF DIAGNOSIS event will include an exhibit of hundreds of abstract images, followed by a program with opening remarks by Dr. Tom Skalak (Vice President for Research at the University of Virginia), a presentation by Julie Davis Turner (Associate Professor of Microbiology) and Brydie Ragan (Artist/Polymath), and then a discussion and brainstorming session about research possibilities. The University of Virginia community and the general public are welcome to attend.

FOR MORE INFORMATION . . . www.virginia.edu/sciartproject/artofdiagnosis.html
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